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Executive summary
This report contains a public perception study relating to the biorefinery processes and
products of the Pro-Enrich project. The project is about development of a cascade biorefinery
approach to utilise waste streams from food production. The focus is on olive, rapeseed,
tomato, and citrus fruit processing residues and development of methods to extract functional
proteins and bioactive compounds from some of these side streams. This public perception
study looks at consumer perceptions of product categories where these ingredients can be
applied – specifically food, pet food, cosmetics, and adhesives for furniture production. We
have investigated consumer attitudes towards bio-based and natural products/ingredients as
opposed to synthetic or petrochemically derived products/ingredients, awareness of the
environmental impact of meat consumption, willingness to reduce meat intake, and openness
towards alternative protein sources in four markets: Denmark, Germany, Spain, and Poland.
Key findings:
•

•

•

•

•

•

In this study we have looked at consumer preferences generally and for the product
categories food, pet food, cosmetics, and furniture. Sustainability/environment is not in
the top five of any of them. It finishes 6th for general, food, and cosmetics, 8th for furniture,
and 10th for pet food. Consumers strive first and foremost to maximize their personal
benefits before thinking about the environment when they shop.
What a product originates from is generally of interest to consumers, although not at the
top of the list of concerns. The results show that while 69% of respondents claim to be
familiar with the term “bio-based” it is not clear to them exactly what it means. 51% do
not think they have experience with bio-based products which is factually impossible as
bio-based materials such as wood, cotton, etc. are commonly used materials in our
everyday life. For “bio-based” to be a selling point, consumers need it properly explained.
It is not safe to assume that the fact that a product is fully or partly bio-based is a sales
argument in and of itself.
Almost two thirds (64%) agree or strongly agree with the statement that bio-based
products are generally better for the environment than petrochemical-based products.
63% also consider bio-based products better for their health, which is worth noticing as
“healthy” is number two on the list of general consumption preferences.
There is a clear preference among consumers in this study, particularly women, for
cosmetic products that are perceived as natural and a certain willingness to pay extra for
this. If products are produced sustainably from side streams from food production this is
an added benefit.
According to our data there seems to be good sense in marketing bio-based products
specifically to women because they are more often responsible for household purchases,
they find sustainability more important when they shop, they find product origin more
important, and they care more about products being natural than men. Younger women in
particular as younger generations are more familiar with the concept “bio-based” than
older generations.
For the product categories cosmetics and furniture consumers are willing to pay a green
premium of 10-20% for natural products, but communicating the benefits clearly is
important.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Half of the respondents in this study agree or strongly agree that meat consumption is a
problem for the climate and should be reduced. 47% agree or strongly agree that animal
protein is a necessary part of a healthy diet for humans and cannot be replaced by plant
protein. 49% feel the same about animal protein for cats and dogs. About a quarter of
respondents neither agree nor disagree.
The data shows that higher awareness of the carbon footprint of meat consumption does
not necessarily equal higher willingness to reduce meat intake, although 66% of the
consumers in this study do try to limit their meat intake and 15% are considering doing it.
When it comes to gender, we find that there is more willingness among women than men
to reduce their meat intake. Twice as many women than men do not eat meat, and twice
as many men than women have no intentions of changing their diet despite being aware
of the climate impact of eating meat. Furthermore, more women than men who still eat
meat try to limit their meat intake.
The data shows that 65% of consumers in this study are open to eating rapeseed protein.
Consumers from countries that are most familiar with rapeseed cooking oil are most open
to consume rapeseed protein so our expectation is that food products containing rapeseed
protein will most likely be better received in European markets where rapeseed oil is
commonly used for cooking.
When it comes to whether it is a good idea to introduce a protein product to the market
with focus on the fact that it is extracted sustainably from a residual/waste product, our
results make us conclude that the answer is no. Of the respondents 48% do not want to
eat this type of protein.
Despite relatively high awareness of the environmental impact of meat production and
consumption, most consumers have not connected the dots and considered that their
meat-eating pet also have a carbon footprint. However, he attitude towards climate
friendly pet food products is generally positive and there is some willingness to pay a green
premium among approx. half of pet owners, but an effort to raise awareness about the
environmental impact of conventional products is needed to realise the potential in this
market.
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1. Introduction
In the Pro-Enrich project we are working with a cascade biorefinery approach to maximize the
output from some crops that are grown and processed in Europe in very big quantities:
Specifically, olives, rapeseed, tomatoes, and citrus fruits. We do this because the better we
utilise them, the less we must grow which means reduced climate impact, reduced water
consumption and less soil depletion. Furthermore, some of the products we produce can replace
animal-based proteins and petrochemicals which both have a detrimental carbon footprint.
We are mainly working on the technical challenges of designing processes that are technically
and commercially feasible as the TRL level is relatively low. However, we cannot ignore that
those on whom we depend for these products to succeed are the consumers that, hopefully,
will buy the end products one day. Capturing their perception of the products that we are
working to create is essential to market them intelligently and convince consumers to buy them.
And to do that we need an understanding of how they perceive them. That is why this study is
undertaken.

2. Main scope and target group
Our purpose here is to gauge the public perception of certain products. We focus on bio-based
products which can replace conventional, synthetic or petrochemically derived variants in
different applications, and animal-based products such as meat, dairy, or egg-based protein. We
want to investigate how familiar consumers are with the term “bio-based” and whether they
perceive it as a positive or negative term. We are also interested in understanding what values,
considerations, and priorities influence their purchasing decisions. Furthermore, we want to
know how many people are aware of the impact their consumption choices have on the
environment, and whether or not they are willing to change their behaviour based on that
knowledge.
Pro-Enrich is a project that develops products that are most suited for B2B sales. We work with
protein for food, pet food and wood-based adhesives applications and bioactive compounds
with various beneficial properties when applied in e.g. nutraceuticals and cosmetics. None of
these products extracted from biomass side streams will likely be sold directly to the consumer.
It is far more likely that they will be sold to companies that produce consumer products.
Consequently, to understand the perception of these products in the general public, understood
as consumers in the context of this study, we need to examine their perception of some of the
ordinary consumer products that could potentially contain these biorefined products. We focus
on four product categories: Food, pet food, cosmetics, and furniture.
While the public in general cannot necessarily be equated with consumers in many other
contexts, we choose to do so here because we are studying people’s consumption preferences
and opinions of specific consumer products.
We are not looking at specific demographics or subgroups of consumers, but broadly on the
populations in the targeted markets to spot consumer trends and identify subgroups who are
more receptive to what we can offer. Our target respondents are people who are partly or
completely responsible for purchases in their household. This target group is chosen because
the objective of this survey is to understand the decision makers and their reasons to buy (or
not buy) a product.
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2.1. Geography
Pro-Enrich is an EU-funded project and we considered how to best collect valid and reliable data
that was representative for the European Union. Ideally, all the EU countries would be covered
in a study such as this, but the resources available did not allow that. If data had been collected
broadly, the samples from each EU country would be very small and hence the statistical
uncertainty too high. Therefore, after consultation with several market analysis companies1 in
the study design process, we decided to target four countries that represent different parts of
the European Union:
•
•
•
•

Denmark (Northern Europe)
Poland (Eastern Europe)
Germany (Central/Western Europe)
Spain (Southern Europe)

By choosing these markets we have ensured a relatively high representation of the EU
population in total. The combined population of these four countries is 174.277.593 people
which makes up 39% of the EU population in total (447.706.209).2
In each of the four countries approx. 300 nationally representative responses were collected.
The questionnaires were sent out in the respective languages to ensure the respondents’
understanding of the questions and avoid distortion of the respondent pool based on language
skills and educational background. To retrieve a sufficient number of responses from dog or cat
owners 248 additional responses were collected in Denmark. We will elaborate further on this
in the next section.

1
2

Monitor Deloitte, Ipsos, and Wilke
Source: https://www.eu.dk/da/fakta-og-tal/statistik/indbyggere-og-areal
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Figure 1. Overview of selected European markets and responses

2.2. Ethical considerations
In this study we have collected data and interacted with the general public in Spain, Poland,
Germany and Denmark in the form of an anonymous online survey performed by an external
subcontractor (Wilke) and their partners abroad.
The data collection tool is an online survey questionnaire translated into the languages of the
four countries to secure full understanding of the content.
The following general principles apply for participation and data collection applied:
•
•
•
•

Participation was voluntary and not coerced by any means.
No discrimination was done based on racial or ethnic origin, religion or beliefs, disability,
age, and sexual orientation.
Adequate information related to the purpose of the interaction was provided.
All participants gave their consent.

The subcontractor, Wilke, kept all personal data and only provided us with data conclusions in
anonymised form. We have ensured that they act in compliance with GDPR rules.
Wilke has stated to us in writing that:
1) All respondents have by signing up to the Wilke Panel accepted that Wilke as panel
owner has data and the right to keep this data at personal level. When it comes to data
from partners abroad, Wilke receives it in anonymised form, and it cannot be personally
identified. All panel suppliers have the respondents’ acceptance of hosting data.
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2) All personal data is kept in Wilke’s research department and is not within reach by Data
Insights employees. This means that Food & Bio Cluster Denmark and the other ProEnrich partners do not have any access to the personal data of respondents.
3) Should a respondent retract their consent this will have no impact on the reports
delivered by Wilke as these do not contain personal data.
The collected information is not kept for more than 3 years. It is kept on secured servers in
Denmark and England. Wilke takes all necessary technical, organisational, and physical
precautions to keep the data safe from unauthorised disclosure.
For access to Wilke’s privacypolicy please visit this link: https://wilke.dk/privatlivspolitik.

3. Methodology
3.1. Concept definitions
Definition of public perception
How do we define public perception? In this study we use the simple, instrumental definition of
Dowler et al. (2006) that define public perception as:
“[…] information obtained from a public opinion survey. That is, "public opinion" is merely the
aggregate views of a group of people (usually a randomly selected sample) who are asked
directly what they think about particular issues or events. Answers to structured questions can
be recorded and analysed in simple, quantitative terms as a sort of "snapshot" of opinion at a
given moment in time” (p. 40).
Dowler et al. (2006) go on to state that there is enormous complexity in understanding and
trying to capture public perceptions of something. Firstly, public perceptions are conditioned by
a wider environment of beliefs. Secondly, individual perceptions of something can change in
different contexts and may not be representative of people’s opinions at other times.
Furthermore, the questions can extract responses that in practice may distort the relative
significance of those issues for the respondents, and they may give answers to questions that
are in fact not consistent with their everyday behaviour (Ibid. p. 40-43).
Gathering data and extracting from this valid information is complex and any method to do so
is bound to have its shortcomings. Nonetheless, while the knowledge that is achievable in a
study such as this may not provide the full picture, it does provide a targeted snapshot of a small,
but representative group of consumers’ perceptions of bio-based products and alternative
protein. In the survey design we have attempted to the best of our ability to avoid biases and
make choices that secure the highest possible validity of our data as will be evident in the next
section.
“Bio-based” vs. “natural”
In this study we use the definition of biobased products from the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN)3: “The term “bio-based product” refers to products fully or partly derived
from biomass, such as plants, trees or animals. The biomass can have undergone physical,
chemical or biological treatment”. However, as will be evident in section 4, studies show that
the term “bio-based” is generally not well understood by consumers and asking exclusively
3

https://www.cen.eu/work/areas/chemical/biobased/pages/default.aspx
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about consumption of bio-based products may distort the statistics. Consequently, we have
opted to use the word “natural” in the questionnaire as well. While there are many definitions
of what constitutes a “natural product”4 the simplest one is this: “A natural product is a chemical
compound or substance produced by a living organism—that is, found in nature”. Since everyone
understands the concept “nature” which is common in our everyday vocabulary, the terms
“natural ingredients” and “natural materials” are assumed to be understood by most people as
something that is made from raw materials deriving from nature, as plants do, as opposed to
something synthetic or petrochemical based created in a factory or laboratory. The overlap
between the two definitions justifies the two terms to be used interchangeably in the context
of this study to ensure consumer understanding of what types of products we are referring to.

3.2. Survey approach
Sample survey
In this study we have chosen to collect our data through a sample survey. This method, according
to Dowler et al. (2006, p. 56), enables us to collect data with high reliability that allows empirical
generalization or interferences about whole populations, gives insight into distribution of
opinions and attitudes in a population, and enables structured comparison of subgroups.
After speaking to different market analysis companies about the task, we hired Wilke5 to collect
the responses, perform statistical analysis, and extract central findings from the data. The survey
was conducted via online interviews (CAWI) in Wilke’s own consumer panel and through
external partners in Germany, Spain, and Poland. The responses were collected in the first two
weeks of May 2021.
Sample size
Based on experience and statistical uncertainty, 300 respondents in each market are required
for the best balance between statistical security and invested resources as illustrated in Figure
2.

4
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_product
https://wilke.dk/international
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Figure 2. Statistical uncertainty and number of interviews

With approx. 300 respondents the maximum statistical uncertainty is +/- 5.5% at market level
and +/- 2.8% at total level (1,205 interviews) with a 90% confidence interval. This means that if
50% in the sample, for example, answers 'yes', then this ‘yes-share' in the entire population with
90% probability is in the range 47.2 - 52.8% (50% +/- 2.8 percentage point).
The collected data is weighted to reflect market size. The weighting is based on the countries’
population sizes, which are shown below in Table 1.
Table 1. Weighting according to population sizes6

Population

% Share

Denmark

5.822.763

3%

Germany

83.166.711

48%

Spain

47.329.981

27%

Poland

37.958.138

22%

174.277.593

100%

Total

Pet owners
The fact that not all consumers own a cat, or a dog represented a challenge in our data
collection. While we are asking about pet food, we are not concerned with all pets, but only
those who consume animal-based protein from animal husbandry in their food, namely dogs
and cats. The questions (P1-P5)7 about pet food are only given to respondents, who have a cat
or a dog or have had one within the last 2 years. With the same reasoning as stated above, we
6

Source: https://www.eu.dk/da/fakta-og-tal/statistik/indbyggere-og-areal

7

See Annex I.
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have boosted this target group in Denmark to make sure that we have at least 300 respondents
and thereby a lower statistical uncertainty than the natural distribution in the nationally
representative sample. Ideally, we would have done so in all markets, but this was only possible
for Wilke to do in the Danish market – unfortunately not via their German, Polish, and Spanish
partners. For that reason, the data in the section “Pet Food” is unweighted since we do not know
the correct distribution in the markets.

3.3. Questionnaire structure
The questionnaire8 was developed by Food & Bio Cluster Denmark based on discussions in the
Pro-Enrich consortium and reviewed by Danish Technological Institute and Leitat. It can be
broken down into the following sections:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Screening and introduction to the term “bio-based”: Here we make sure that
respondents are in fact decision makers with regards to household purchases – if not
they were not allowed to continue. We also introduce the concept “bio-based” to gauge
the recognition of the concept and introduce it to those unfamiliar with it. Those who
claim to be familiar with it are asked a control question where they are introduced to
the definition from the European Committee for Standardization9 and asked whether
this matches their own definition. The rest are given this same definition.
General consumption preferences: This is to learn what is important to respondents on
a general level when they purchase an unspecified product.
Food choices: This section contains questions on their priorities when purchasing food
products as well as their knowledge about the carbon footprint of meat, how this
knowledge has impacted their food choices, and their degree of openness towards
alternative protein sources.
Pet food choices: These questions are directed towards the pet owners (the first
question screens for cat/dog ownership). We ask about priorities when purchasing pet
food, awareness of the carbon footprint of pets, and willingness to pay for more
climate-friendly pet food products.
Cosmetics choices: This section shines light on what cosmetic products people use (we
list them mainly to ensure that they understand what we mean by ‘cosmetic products’),
and their priorities when purchasing them with a distinction between ingredients that
are naturally vs. synthetically derived.
Furniture choices: This section addresses the adhesives part of the project activities as
furniture is a consumer product which can contain laminates or engineered wood
panels. We ask about their general priorities when purchasing furniture, whether they
have any preferences in terms of materials that are derived from natural or
petrochemical sources, and their willingness to pay for naturally derived materials.
Perceptions and awareness: In this section we provide 11 statements that they can
agree or disagree with to varying degrees about the transition from fossil-based to biobased products, meat consumption, and the responsibility of lessening the

8

Included as Annex I
»The term “bio-based product” refers to products fully or partly derived from biomass, such as plants, trees or
animals. The biomass can have undergone physical, chemical or biological treatment «.
9
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•

consumption-based carbon footprint on our planet. This will give an indication of their
environmental values and beliefs.
Background information: Basic demographic information such as country, gender, age,
type of location (urban or rural), education level, etc.

The overall descriptive characteristics of the sample and the distribution of the collected
responses are presented in section five.

4. What we know from previous studies
4.1. Bio-based products
Awareness and willingness buy bio-based products
The bioeconomy encompasses the production of renewable biological resources and the
conversion of these resources and waste streams into products such as food, feed, bio-based
products and bioenergy (Gaffey et al. 2021). Since 2008 the bioeconomy has increased 25% to
2.4 trillion Euros (Ibid.). Yet many consumers are not familiar with the term “bio-based” and
many aspects of it. This is problematic because consumer behaviour must be a main driver in
the transition away from the use of fossil resources.
Previous studies of this topic have revealed that the awareness of the concept “bio-based
products” is higher in some EU country populations than others, and that the degree of positivity
towards them – often measured in willingness to pay a so-called ‘green premium’ for them varies. ‘Green premium’ is defined by Carus et al. (2014) as “the additional price a market actor
is willing to pay for the additional emotional performance and/or the strategic performance of
the intermediate or end product the buyer expects to get when choosing the bio-based
alternative compared to the price of the conventional counterpart with the same technical
performance” (Carus et al. 2014).
Meussen et al. (2015) have studied social and market acceptance of bio-based products in six
EU markets (Germany, The Netherlands, Italy, Slovenia, Denmark, and Czech Republic) by
looking at the willingness of consumers to buy them. They found that while there are differences
between the countries, consumers in all the countries positively associate bio-based products
most strongly with the environment, recyclability and naturalness. However, the fact that a
product is bio-based is not a decisive characteristic for buying or trying a product. Other criteria
are more important and must be fulfilled additionally, e.g., convenience, looks, and price.
Overall, the general conclusion was that consumers, first and foremost, strive to maximize their
personal benefits. Bio-based production methods were only seen as a small additional positive
aspect (Meussen et al. 2015, p. 26).
Maybe this can partly be attributed to the fact that the study also showed that for many
consumers it is not clear what the term “bio-based” actually means. The study indicated that
“bio-based” in some countries was confused with or linked to the concept “organic” and as a
consequence associated with food products. Their results also showed strong associations with
clothing, cosmetics, detergents, and cleaning agents (Ibid. p. 23-27).
Pfau et al. conducted a study in 2017 in the EU-funded project RoadToBio. Their goal was to
compile, compare and analyse currently existing research and reports about public perception
of bio-based products to identify barriers for further market development.
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They determined that the awareness of the existence of bio-based products seemed to lie at
around 50% at that time (Pfau et al. 2017, p. 4). Furthermore, they also found that there were a
lot of misconceptions about the concept:
“While there is a general understanding of what bio-based products are among this consumer
group, specific knowledge about product characteristics is mostly missing and misconceptions
occur. The relatively low level of awareness can be a barrier for further market development of
bio-based products, if the fact that they are bio-based is to be the unique selling point”.
-

Pfau et al. 2017, p. 4

This supports the conclusions by Meussen et al. that coherent product-specific information
about the bio-based ingredients and their properties is needed to successfully market bio-based
products (Meussen et al. 2015, p. 30).
Pfau et al. also found that when it comes to perceived benefits, the positive associations tend
to relate to problems on a global scale, e.g. environmental issues, while negative associations
tend to be related to more personal issues. Consequently, consumers who already have a
consumption pattern that includes environmentally friendly products are more likely to choose
bio-based products.
Like Meussen et al. they found that there is a general positive attitude towards bio-based
products, but that this does not automatically translate to consumption preferences:
“The results show that around two thirds of participants state to prefer bio-based products over
conventional products (given no other restrains, like a difference in price), but only 12% have
ever consciously chosen bio-based products over conventional ones”.
-

Pfau et al. 2017, p. 5.

This indicates that if there were cheaper and/or more widely available bio-based options, and if
people had sufficient knowledge about bio-based products and their benefits, there is a
potential to increase the market share of bio-based products of various kinds – as long as the
functionality of the products does not suffer, and the price does not increase significantly. In
fact, according to their theoretical study 55 - 64% of consumers are even willing to pay a little
bit more for a bio-based product if the benefits of the resource base are clear to them (Ibid.).
The European research project BIOFOREVER – a project focused on technology developments
and environmental and economic evaluation of the utilisation of so-called second-generation
biomass - also investigated social acceptance regarding the use of biomass for consumer
products (Carus et al. 2019). One of the central findings of this study may in part explain why
the concept “bio-based” is not properly understood by consumers; it turns out that many are
equally unfamiliar with the feedstock origin of conventional products:
“It is a widespread perception that plastics are “bad” and kill animals in the sea. When it comes
to plastics, the interviewees mainly thought of negative aspects, but almost no one was aware
that they are made from crude oil: “Something chemical, industrial, artificial ingredient, when it
comes to ingredients I don’t really know”. The respondents were very surprised to learn that
plastics are actually made from crude oil and can be made of plants”.
-

Carus et al. 2019, p. 45
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There is, it seems, a fundamental lack of understanding of the chemistry behind commonly used
materials – bio-based as well as fossil-based. This supports the conclusion of Meussen et al.
(2015) that there is a high demand among consumers for coherent product-specific information
about the bio-based ingredients and their properties (Ibid. p. 30).
“Greenwashing”
When dealing with bio-based products, other studies have shown that there is reason to be
cautious when marketing them. Especially when the products in question are only partly biobased. Sijtsemaa et al. (2016) have identified this as a potential pitfall because some consumers
are sceptical of the motivations from the company behind the product:
“Consumers seem more positive towards bio-based products that use 100% bio-based materials
compared to products that are only partially plant-based. The partially plant-based products
(‘hybrid’ products) were more often associated with negative terms such as environmentally
unfriendly or even toxic, distrust, and marketing tricks of large companies. Additionally,
participants seem to differentiate between internal versus external (greenwashing) motivations
of companies to produce bio-based products. Small percentages of bio-based materials in
products are sometimes perceived to be externally motivated; “bio-based production methods
are only used as a way to increase profits”. Thus, the proportion of bio-based material can also
be too small.”
-

Sijtseema et al. (2016) p. 68

This is an important factor to consider when launching a bio-based product.

4.2. Plant-based protein
Awareness of carbon footprint and willingness to cut back on meat protein
Meat, dairy, and eggs are important sources of protein in the diets of the European countries.
Unfortunately, animal husbandry has a heavy negative carbon footprint and the severity of the
challenges facing the world in the form of climate change is becoming increasingly evident in
global weather patterns and the latest IPCC report. Producing alternatives to these protein-rich
food products, which can reduce the dependency on animal husbandry and hence reduce CO2
emissions as well as contribute to meeting EU targets set in the Paris Agreement, is imperative.
For this transition to occur, the consumers must be ready and willing to replace some of their
meals containing meat, dairy, and eggs with plant-based alternatives. And it is even better if the
replacement products originate from side streams from existing food production since more
products and thus better utilization of the same crops mean no additional land use, soil
depletion, water consumption, etc. However, food is a fundamental part of people’s lives, and
it is heavily influenced by culinary traditions, social norms, taste preferences, and habits. The
question is whether people are willing to make these changes for the greater good of our planet.
What do we know from previous studies?
In 2017 Christina Hartmann and Michael Siegrist did a systematic review of 38 studies of
consumer perception and behaviour regarding sustainable protein consumption. Their goal was
to better understand the challenges and opportunities related to moving consumers towards
more sustainable protein consumption. They were interested in assessing consumer awareness
of the environmental costs of animal protein, whether people were willing to decrease their
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meat intake, and finally the consumer attitudes towards meat substitutes and alternative
proteins.
What the review of existing studies showed, according to Hartmann and Siegrist, was that the
majority of the studies suggest that consumer awareness of the environmental impact of meat
production is surprisingly low. This is true not only for consumers in various European countries,
but globally as well. People underestimate the environmental impact of meat consumption
compared with other relevant behaviours, such as using less packaging or crops being grown
locally (Hartmann & Siegrist 2017, p. 12-13).
The review also found that different scientists had reported big variations in the percentage of
respondents that would reduce their meat intake for environmental reasons in different studies
– even in the same countries:
“The percentage of participants who reported they would reduce their meat consumption for
environmental reasons varied from 19% (Netherlands), 34% (Belgium) to 38% (Netherlands) and
56% (Netherlands). The variations are most likely caused by methodological differences between
studies. In some studies, participants were provided with more or less comprehensive
information about the impact of meat consumption on the environment, animal welfare and
public health; in other studies, no information was provided. These former studies found higher
willingness to reduce meat consumption compared with the latter studies”.
- Hartmann & Siegrist 2017, p. 13
Only one study in Germany had the specific focus of determining how information impacts
willingness to reduce meat intake. This study indicated a change of respondents willing to do so
from 13% before receiving the information and 19% afterwards. However, it did not measure
their actual behaviour and it is well known within behavioural economics and cognitive
psychology that information and good intentions do not automatically produce a change in
behaviour10.
While the effect of information on the willingness to change is unclear, it is quite wellestablished in several studies that there are consistent gender differences at play: Women are
more likely to reduce their meat consumption compared with men (Ibid. p. 15).
19 of the articles reviewed had a focus on meat substitutes or alternative proteins. Most of the
study participants were recruited in the Netherlands (nine samples out of 17) or in other
European countries (Belgium: four samples, Germany and Switzerland: one sample). Only one
study was based on a sample from Asia (i.e., China). The conclusion was the following:
“Evidence from the present literature review suggests that consumer's willingness to reduce their
meat consumption is generally low. Men and people with rather positive attitudes towards meat
and who consume it very frequently are more reluctant to change meat consumption than people
who are less attached to meat.”
- Hartmann & Siegrist 2017, p. 22
The solution offered by the authors is a applying a nudging strategy which is centred around
foods that do not need meat to be perceived as a complete meal (e.g., pizza or pasta dishes).

10

Kahneman, D. (2011)
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This may be more effective for the consumer segment with positive attitudes towards meat
(Ibid.).
Clean label and health
Highlighting environmental concerns is not the only argument that may convince consumers to
reduce their intake of animal protein and replace it with plant-based alternatives. Health
concerns is another argument – particularly in western countries where the average daily intake
of meat is higher than official recommendations11.
Food is closely linked with health and health is closely linked with the idea of something
“natural” as opposed to something “processed” (Rozin 2005). While alternative plant-based
protein is in line with the trends in certain consumer segments about going
vegan/vegetarian/flexitarian, using it in highly processed food products may pose a challenge
for consumer acceptance (Hartmann & Siegrist 2017, p. 23). Studies show that environmentally
concerned consumers often also buy into the “clean label” trend, meaning that they are
interested in knowing the ingredients of their food because they believe these ingredients have
an impact on their health and wellbeing.
Protein type preferences
In 2019 Jessica Aschemann-Witzel and Odile Peschel did a study of how Danish consumers
perceive alternative proteins as ingredients. The results showed that respondents have a
favourable view on protein as an ingredient, but that not all protein types are equal.
“Consumers of the target group – those likely buying the plant-based product categories
presented - appear to react with a greater distinction between the protein types”.
-

Aschemann-Witzel
and
Odile Peschel (2019), p. 24

In this case potato protein was the favourite (compared to soy) due to the associations it evoked
in Danish consumers. This may be explained by the strong familiarity that Danes have with
potatoes which have been a part of the Danish diet for centuries. It is probably relatively safe to
assume that this will be the case in any country; meaning that more familiar crops are more well
received as protein sources by the respective population as long as there are not problems with
taste, colour, etc. In the words of Aschemann-Witzel and Odile Peschel:
“Manufacturers considering the use of alternative protein sources such as pea or potato in
comparison to soy should be aware of the potential slight differences in subjective quality
perception that the ingredient might trigger”.
-

Aschemann-Witzel
and
Odile Peschel (2019), p. 27

Another central finding in this study was that specifying the type of protein that is used in a
product on the label appeals more strongly to the “clean label” attentive customers (Ibid.).

11

Official recommendations from the British National Health Service
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5. Analysis
5.1. Descriptive characteristics of the respondents
This section presents the main findings regarding the descriptive characteristics of the sample
of 1205 respondents and the responses that were collected. Please find some key demographic
information about the sample in figures 3-7. As mentioned previously the data collected is
nationally representative of each country and reflects the composition of the populations as a
whole.

Figure 3. Distribution by size of city

Figure 4. Distribution by age groups
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Figure 5. Distribution by gender

Figure 6. Distribution by household income per year
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Figure 7. Distribution by highest completed education

We decided to ask specifically about people’s educational or professional backgrounds within
engineering or environmental field experience as this gives them a more informed perspective
with which to answer the questions. On average approx. 10% had this kind of experience. See
figures 8 – 9 for more detail.

Figure 8. Percentage of respondents that have an academic background in environmental engineering or similar
fields
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Figure 9. Percentage of respondents that have professional experience in Engineering/Environmental fields sector

5.2. Familiarity with and perceptions of the term “bio-based”
When looking at the four markets, it appears that awareness is highest in Poland; 9 in 10 are
familiar with the term in Poland, while it is only 5 in 10 in Denmark. Denmark matches the
estimate of 50% being familiar with the term “bio-based” found by Pfau et al. (2017), but across
countries the average is much higher (69%) with particularly Poland pulling it up.

Figure 10. Familiarity with the term 'bio-based’ (U1)
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Across countries it is especially the younger age groups who are familiar with the term (80%
among the 18-39-years old and only 58% among the 60+years old). Not surprisingly people with
professional experience in the Engineering/Environmental fields sector have a higher awareness
(88%) than those who do not (67%).
In total 69% of respondents respond that they are familiar with the concept. The follow up
control question in the questionnaire provides the definition from the European Committee for
Standardisation (EN 16575):
“The term ’biobased product’ refers to products fully or partly derived from biomass, such as
plants, trees or animals. The biomass can have undergone physical, chemical or biological
treatment”12.
This was included to catch misconceptions of the concept before proceeding, which we know
from previous research are common (Pfau et al. 2017).
For 15% this definition matches their understanding “to a very high degree”. The biggest group
(46%) say it matches to a high degree, and the second biggest group (30%) answers that it
matches “to some degree”. Only 3% had a completely different understanding of what it means.
There is not much variation in the responses between the countries.

Figure 11. Match by country between official definition and own perception for those who are familiar with the
term “bio-based” (U2.1)

When asked about the attractiveness of the concept it appears to be somewhat limited.
Perceived attractiveness is highest in Spain. Danes and Germans who were not familiar with the
concept are at best indifferent towards bio-based products. Half of the Spaniards who were not
familiar with the term find it attractive.

12

https://www.cen.eu/work/areas/chemical/biobased/pages/default.aspx
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Figure 12. Perceived attractiveness of the term "bio-based" (U2.2)

Interestingly, although 69% of respondents claim to have varying degrees of familiarity with the
term bio-based, and the rest being informed about what it means before proceeding, less than
half (49%) respond that they have experience with bio-based products as a consumer. That is
remarkable because there is objectively no chance that this is true. Every consumer must have
some experience with bio-based materials such as wood, cotton, leather e.g., but many clearly
do not connect the word “bio-based” with these very common materials. A possible explanation
may be that people associate bio-based products only with newer inventions, for example biobased plastic, not the “old” kinds that people have used for many years without labelling them
with that word.
Across countries, 49% say that they have experience with bio-based products. In Denmark only
1 in 4 feel they have experience with bio-based products whereas the number is 7 in 10 in
Poland. Once again, especially the younger age groups state that they have experience with biobased products (70% among the 18-39-years old and only 26% among the 60+years old). With
regards to gender differences, results indicate that men (53%) are more likely to feel that they
have experience with bio-based products than women (45%).
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Figure 13. Perceived experience with bio-based products (U2)

This indicates that most consumers in the survey – while claiming to be familiar with the
technical definition of the term “bio-based” – do not really relate it to anything in their everyday
life. However, the large national differences show that in some countries there seems to have
been an increase in recognition of the term in the later years compared to what previous studies
have shown in the past (Pfau et al. 2017).

5.3. Perceptions and awareness
We have presented the respondents with some statements with which they can agree or
disagree. These are intended to shed light on their general perceptions and awareness of some
socio-economic questions that relate to mitigation of climate change and a transition away from
a heavily fossil-based, meat-consuming society:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S1.1. It is the responsibility of the politicians to make legislation that supports the
transition to a more sustainable society with regards to resources and climate.
S1.2. Bio-based products are generally better for the environment than petrochemicalbased products.
S1.3. It is my responsibility as a consumer to make consumption choices that support a
transition to a more sustainable society with regards to resources and climate.
S1.4. Bio-based products are generally better for our health than petrochemical-based
products.
S1.5. It is a good idea to grow crops specifically for production of bio-based materials,
e.g. bio-plastic, to decrease our dependence on oil.
S1.6. It is important to replace petrochemical-based products with bio-based
alternatives to decrease our dependence on oil.
S1.7. Meat consumption by humans and pets is a problem for our climate and should be
reduced.
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•
•
•
•

S1.8. Animal protein from meat is a necessary part of a healthy diet for cats and dogs
and cannot be replaced by plant protein.
S1.9. Animal protein from meat is a necessary part of a healthy diet for humans and
cannot be replaced by plant protein.
S1.10. Bio-based materials should only be made from residuals or waste products from
forestry, agriculture, aquaculture, food production, etc.
S1.11. Recycling of petroleum-based products, such as plastic, is more sustainable than
using bio-based alternatives.

Figure 14. General perceptions and awareness of some socio-economic questions that relate to climate change (S1)

The responses show that 68% agree or strongly agree that it is the responsibility of elected
politicians to pass legislation that supports a transition to a more sustainable society. However,
64% also agree or strongly agree that individuals carry that responsibility as consumers and
should be conscious of it when making consumption choices.
The same number, 64%, agree or strongly agree that bio-based products are generally better for
the environment than petrochemical-based products. Slightly less than half, 47%, agree or
strongly agree that bio-based materials should always be produced from waste, and 65% think
it is a good idea to grow crops dedicated to production of bio-based materials to decrease our
dependence on oil. While it can be debated if that actually is the case considering indirect land
use change and other factors, it shows that a majority generally has a positive attitude towards
bio-based materials. 63% also consider bio-based products better for the health than
petrochemically derived alternatives.
When asked about meat consumption exactly half of respondents (50%) agree or strongly agree
that meat consumption is a problem for the climate and should be reduced. 47% agree or
strongly agree that animal protein is a necessary part of a healthy diet for humans and cannot
be replaced by plant protein. 49% feel the same about animal protein for cats and dogs. About
a quarter of respondents neither agree nor disagree.

5.4. General consumption preferences
In this public perception study, we aim to find out what matters to consumers when they make
purchasing decisions. Before we ask about specific product categories that relate to our project,
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we have included a question about general consumption preferences to benchmark and see
whether there is any significant variation for the product categories we are working with in the
Pro-Enrich project.
The unspecified consumption preferences look like this:

Figure 15. General consumption preferences combined (G1)

It is evident here that the top three “very important” preferences are: That the products are
healthy (43%), that the products are of high quality (40%), and that the consumer feels that he
or she gets value for money (39%). Surprisingly, function – that the product serves its purpose –
is only fourth (37%). The least important characteristic is low price; 16% finds this not important
or do not consider it. So, while price is clearly a factor, it is the perceived value of the product
that is important in connection with the price, not a low price in general. 25% consider what the
product derives from as very important and 24% consider where the product originates from as
very important. It is likely that there is a big degree of overlap in these two groups. Only 2% do
not consider the origin of the product at all when making a purchase, and 6-8% do not find it
important, so less than 10% in total for both. Sustainability and environmental impact enter the
list at number six.
If we are to compare countries, the Spanish market has highest involvement, meaning that they
have the highest number of the top two responses “Very important” or “Important” on several
parameters. The Danish market is very driven by value for money, functionality and quality. The
German market is driven by quality, health, value for money and functionality. The Spanish
market is driven by health, value for money, quality, and functionality. The Polish market is
driven by quality, health, and function.
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Figure 16. General consumption preferences per country (G1)

5.5. Food
Food consumption preferences
When it comes to the food preferences of the total sample of respondents, freshness is the
characteristic that is by far most important to the biggest group of people:

Figure 17. Most important characteristics when purchasing food products across countries (Fo1)

Following that is quality and value for money. Out of the 12 characteristics, the product being
natural is no. 5 on the list of important characteristics and sustainability no. 6, so these two
which are highly relevant to our alternative rapeseed protein products are important to people
as well, although not in the top four.
When looking at the individual markets, food products need to be fresh, high quality and natural,
if you ask the Spanish or Polish consumers. On the Spanish market freshness, quality, value for
money and natural products are the four most important factors. In Germany, a good offer is
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more important than the product being natural, but in Spain and Poland “natural” is still on top
5 for most important factors. Danes find value for money more important than anything else.
Denmark has the lowest involvement as illustrated in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Most important characteristics when purchasing food products per country (Fo1)

In order to catch other characteristics/factors that are important to the consumers when making
choices related to purchasing food, we gave them the possibility of adding them in free text
fields in the questionnaire. Approx. 15-20% of respondents did this. Please see the input below
in word clouds (the most frequently mentioned words are relatively bigger) and selected
translations in tables 2 and 3 that provide further insight13.

Denmark

Germany

Table 2. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence food choices for Denmark and Germany (Fo1.1)

Danish word

English translation

German word

English translation

13

The translated words in tables 20 and 21 are not necessarily the most frequently mentioned (biggest) words, but
some that offer insight into other aspects that matter to consumers than the multiple-choice options in the
questionnaire (see Annex 1).
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Smag

Taste

Aussehen

Appearance/look

Dansk

Danish

Kurzer saisonal

Short seasonal

Indpakning

Packaging

Kunstlichen

Artificial

Arbejdsforhold

Work conditions

Naturbelassen

Natural

Dyrevelfærd

Animal welfare

Regional/regionalität

Regional

Oprindelsesland

Country of origin

Verarbeitet

Processed

Opbevaring

Storage

Freilaufenen

Free range

Dato

Date

Industriell

Industrial

Vegansk

Vegan

Weidehaltung

Grazing

Præfabrikeret

Processed

Erfarungen

Experience

Spain

Poland

Table 3. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence food choices for Spain and Poland (Fo1.1)

Spanish word

English translation

Polish word

English translation

Sabor

Taste

Wyglad

Look

Caducidad

Expiration

Sklad

Composition

Artificiales

Artificial

Konserwantów

Preservatives

Aditivos

Additives

Pochodzenie

Origin

Nutrición

Nutrition

Dostepnoch

Available

Proximidad

Proximity

Weganski

Vegan

Tradgenico

Traditional

Waznosci

Validity

Recomandacion

Recommendation

Zwierzat

Animals
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Valores

Values

Legalnych

Legal

Origen

Origin/source

Wielopacki

Multi-packs

Meat consumption and awareness of its environmental impact
When it comes to awareness about the carbon footprint of meat consumption, it is clear that
the younger generations have higher awareness about meat consumption and its consequences.
It is especially the younger age groups across countries, who are aware that animal husbandry
and meat consumption are contributing negatively to climate change (77% among the 18-39years olds, and 58% among the 60+years olds). The German market has the lowest awareness
(55%) about the consequences of meat consumption and Denmark has the highest (95%). In
total, 68% of respondents are aware.

Figure 19. Awareness of the climate effects of animal husbandry and meat consumption (Fo2)

However, as established in section 4, awareness does not necessarily result in a change in
behaviour. Even though Danes have the highest awareness about the harmful climate
consequences of animal husbandry they do not tend to change habits. Germans, on the other
hand, are the least aware, but are more likely to have a positive attitude about changing their
behaviour once they are aware as is evident in Figure 20 below. In the age group between 18
and 29 years, 11% of those who are aware no longer eat meat.
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Figure 20. Awareness and behavioural change (Fo3)

When it comes to gender there is more willingness among women to reduce their meat intake.
In fact, twice as many women than men do not eat meat, and twice as many men have no
intentions of changing their diet despite being aware of the climate impact of eating meat.
Furthermore, more women than men that still eat meat try to limit their meat intake.
Table 4. Willingness to make changes in food choices based on awareness of meat carbon footprint (Fo3)

Fo3. Has this awareness caused you to change your food choices?

Male

Female

Yes – I no longer eat meat

5%

10%

Yes – I try to limit my meat intake and eat more plant-based foods

64%

69%

No – but I have considered making changes

16%

13%

No – I have no intentions to change it

16%

8%

NET

100%

100%

Openness towards alternative protein sources
In terms of producing alternative protein sources the Pro-Enrich project specifically focuses on
extraction of rapeseed protein from rapeseed press cake, but to gauge the broader picture and
have something to compare with, we included a range of different alternative proteins to see
where rapeseed protein was placed in the four countries. We also asked about unspecified
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protein from food waste to determine if the thought of that is unacceptable to consumers or if
the sustainability aspect is enough for them to be open to it14. See Figure 21.

Figure 21. Openness towards alternative protein sources across countries (Fo4)

Across countries, one in five eats or would consider eating protein from food production waste.
The level is stable between the different markets, but once again the younger generations are
more positive towards it than the older. Among the 18-39-years old 27% eat or would consider
eating it and only 2% of the 70+ years old feel the same way. If the responses “I would eat this,
but not choose it deliberately” is counted in, 44% can accept this as a protein source.
Regarding the rapeseed-derived protein 65% would be OK with eating it one way or the other.
This is significantly less than the most popular types from potato (85%), pea (83%), chickpea
(80%), and beans (78%) which are all plants that most consumers already eat in their
unprocessed form, unlike rapeseed. Soy, which is dominant in the alternative protein market
today, is accepted by 71% of consumers. Hemp protein ties with rapeseed protein at 65% and
protein sources that are even more foreign to the consumers such grass and insect protein fall
below rapeseed protein with 55% and 37% respectively.
Figures 22 to 25 show the numbers for the four countries separately:

14

While we are aware that biomass categorized as “waste” is not food grade, we chose this wording because we
believe this is more easily understood by consumers than food production “side stream” or “residue” which are
more vague and esoteric terms.
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Figure 22. Openness towards alternative plant-based protein sources in Denmark (Fo4)

Figure 23. Openness towards alternative plant-based protein sources in Germany (Fo4)
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Figure 24. Openness towards alternative plant-based protein sources in Spain (Fo4)

Figure 25. Openness towards alternative plant-based protein sources in Poland (Fo4)

The results clearly indicate that Danes are the least open towards alternative plant-based
protein and Spain and Poland are most open. When including the three most positive responses
(“I eat this”, “I would consider eating this” and “I would eat this, but not choose it deliberately”),
most consumers are open to food containing rapeseed protein. However, it may not be
advantageous to market it explicitly as derived from a side stream that would otherwise be
waste. When it comes to rapeseed protein specifically which is of particular interest in this
project, the Spanish consumers are least open, and the Polish are most open to it.

5.6. Pet food
Pet food consumption preferences
Across countries, pet owners generally value tastefulness, health and good quality. These seem
to be the main drivers for pet food purchases. Furthermore, it appears that cat and dog owners
are driven by the same factors when buying pet food.
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Figure 26. Most important characteristics when purchasing food products across countries (P2)

When looking at the countries individually it appears that Germans are less brand focused than
the others and both the Polish and Spanish markets have higher involvement and more
important criteria that they focus on when selecting pet food. For Danes what matters most is
that the pet likes the product and that it is good for its health.

Figure 27. Most important characteristics when purchasing food products per country (P2)

As with food choices, we encouraged the participants to add other characteristics/factors that
are important to them when making choices related to purchasing pet food in free text. Please
see the results in word clouds below and selected translations that provide further insight15.

15

The translated words in tables 5 and 6 are not necessarily the most frequently mentioned (biggest) words, but
some that offer insight into other aspects that matter to consumers than the multiple choice options in the
questionnaire (see Annex 1).
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Denmark

Germany

Table 5. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence pet food choices for Denmark and Germany (P2.1)

Danish words

English translation

German words16

English translation

Allergivenligt

Allergy friendly

Zucker

Sugar

Kræsen

Picky eater

Getreide/getreidefrei Grain/ grain free

Barf

Bones and raw food

Protein

Protein

Protein

Protein

Vitaminhaltig

Rich in vitamins

Kornprodukter/
kornfrit

Grain products/
Grain free

Hungerstreik

Hunger strike

Fedende/
vægttab

Fattening/ weight
loss

Verpackung

Packaging

Kødaffald

Meat waste

Spezialfutter

Special feed

Struvithæmmende

Struvite inhibitor

Trockenfutter

Dry food

Sund mave

Healthy gut

Fleisch

Meat

Omsætteligt

Digestable

Farbstoffe

Colouring

16

OBS: Based on entries from only 17 respondents.
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Spain

Poland

Table 6. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence pet food choices for Spain and Poland (P2.1)

Spanish words17

English translation

Polish words18

English translation

Gusta

Like

Smakowac/smak

Taste

Conservacion

Concervation

Dostarczenia

Delivery

Envase

Container

Miesa

Meat

Origen

Origin/source

Najmniejsza

The smallest

Satisfecho

Satisfied

Apetyt

Appetite

Ecológico/organico

Ecological/organic

Dziala

It works

Vitaminas

Vitamins

Sklad

Composition

Proteinas

Protein

Opakowania

Packaging

Rico

Rich

Naturalny

Natural

Aditivos

Additives

Zbos

Grain

Grain free is a factor that is mentioned in all markets, there’s focus on additives, colouring, etc.
as well. Protein is mentioned in three out of four markets, but there are a lot of other
considerations apart from that.
Awareness of pet carbon footprint (“carbon pawprint”)
It appears that there is lower awareness about the carbon footprint of meat-eating pets than
about consequences of human meat consumption. As previously stated, 95% in Denmark, 55%
in Germany, 81% in Spain, and 78% in Poland are aware about the consequences of meat
consumption. But when it comes to pets, the awareness is much lower. Among this group of pet
owners, who are aware that animal husbandry and meat consumption is a cause of greenhouse

17
18

OBS: Based on entries from only 26 respondents.
OBS: Based on entries from only 29 respondents.
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gas emissions which contribute negatively to climate change, only 35% across countries have
also considered that their cat/dog has a carbon footprint as is evident in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Consideration of the carbon footprint of pets (P3)

This may be explained by the fact that the media have not had the same focus on this issue as
on human consumption.
Openness towards alternative proteins for pets
Across countries, approx. half of the respondents (51%) are very positive or positive towards
buying a pet food product with a reduced climate footprint due to use of alternative proteins.
36% are indifferent and only 13% have a negative or very negative attitude towards the idea.
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Figure 29. Attitude towards climate friendly pet food with alternative protein (P1=1/P1=2)

When looking at the countries individually it is evident that consumers in Spain are significantly
more positive towards the idea than the rest – so much so that they affect the average across
countries significantly. They are followed by Poland, then Germany, and Denmark is the least
positive country. Only 36% of Danish consumers are positive or very positive towards the idea.
Most Danes in the survey are neither positive nor negative.
Among those who have already considered that their dog/cat have a carbon footprint, 69%
would be very positive or positive towards the idea of buying a pet food product with a reduced
climate footprint due to use of alternative proteins as opposed to 42% among those who have
not considered it. Dog owners (top 2: 55%) are more positive than cat owners (top 2: 48%).
The Danish attitude is, not surprisingly, reflected in the willingness to pay extra for a climate
friendly pet food product. Danes have the lowest willingness to pay extra apart from a small
group of 6% who are willing to buy it no matter the price which is the highest among the four
countries.
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Figure 30. Willingness to pay extra for a climate friendly pet food product (P5)

Across countries, the conclusion is that there is some willingness to pay for a more climate
friendly pet food product as long as the pet likes it. Approx. half of the pet owners (52%) in the
survey are willing to pay up to 10% extra. That number is cut in half to 24% if the price increases
up to 20%. In fact, for each 10% additional price increase the number of consumers willing to
pay is roughly cut in half until it lands at 3-6% who do not care about price.

5.7. Cosmetics
Cosmetics consumption preferences
The findings in this survey tell us that quality is the number one factor/characteristic for
consumers when they make cosmetics purchases. For 86% the quality is either very important
or important, and for 11% it is somewhat important.
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Figure 31. Most important characteristics when purchasing cosmetic products across countries (C1)

Quality is important, but so is a cruelty free, well-branded, natural product. The data also
indicate that men are more price-focused than women who tend to also focus on all the other
factors. 58% of men find low price important or very important compared to 49% of women.

Figure 32. Most important characteristics when purchasing cosmetic products per country (C1)

As can be seen from the higher percentages when looking over the list, consumers from Spain
and Poland consider the most different factors when shopping for cosmetics. Once again Danish
consumers show the lowest involvement and only the quality and the brand can reach an
involvement that is higher than 50%. It appears that the consumers are not as price-focused
when buying cosmetics as they are within the other product categories.
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Other characteristics that are mentioned in free text with regards to cosmetics purchases can
be seen in the word clouds and tables 7 and 8 below19.
Denmark

Germany

Table 7. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence cosmetics choices for Denmark and Germany (C2.1)

Danish words

English translation

German words20

English translation

Allergivenligt/
allergimærket

Allergy friendly

Naturprodukt

Natural product

Parfume/Duft
Uparfumeret

Perfume/Fragrance
No perfume

Tierversuch

Animal testing

Vegansk

Vegan

Pflanzen

Plants

Tilsætningsstoffer

Additives

Alluminiumfrei

Aluminum free

Oplysning

Information

Cremetiegel/cremetube Cream jar/tube

Kemikalie

Chemical

Konservierung

Preservatives

Flot

Good looking

Gewässern

Water

Emballage

Packaging

Leistungsverhältniss

Performance ratio

Klø

Itch

Duften

Fragrance

Testet på dyr

Tested on animals

Inhaltsmenge

Content quantity

19

The translated words in tables 7 and 8 are not necessarily the most frequently mentioned (biggest) words, but
some that offer insight into other aspects that matter to consumers than the multiple-choice options in the
questionnaire (see Annex 1).
20 OBS: Based on entries from only 18 respondents.
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Spain

Poland

Table 8. Word cloud translations of other factors that influence cosmetics choices for Spain and Poland (C2.1)

Spanish words

English translation

Polish words

English translation

Testado

Tested

Zapach

Smell

Parabenos

Parabens

Opakowanie

Packaging

Hipoalergenico

Hypoallergenic

Parabenów

Parabens

Envejesimiento

Aging

Zdrowe

Health

Envasee

Packaging

Dostosowany

Customized

Adecuato

Suitable

Uczuzal

Feeling

Usos

Applications

Perfum

Perfume

Danino

Harmful

Odpadami

Waste

Marca

Brand

Nieszkodliwe

Harmless

Barato

Cheap

Antyalergicznosc

Hypoallergenic

Natural vs. synthetic ingredients
Generally, natural ingredients are preferred over synthetic ingredients when it comes to
cosmetic products.
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Figure 33. Influence of natural vs. synthetic ingredients on choice of skin care products (C3)

Once again, the Danes are the ones with the least strong opinion on this subject with 55%
preferring natural, whereas Spain and Poland are almost tied with 75% and 76% preferring
natural ingredients, respectively. Women care more strongly about this than men; 75% of
women prefer natural ingredients, while only 63% of the men prefer natural ingredients. Men
are also more likely to be indifferent about it (36% do not have a preference) than women (24%
do not have a preference). 1-2% specifically prefers synthetic products.
In terms of willingness to pay, as evident in Figure 34, there is moderate willingness in all
markets.
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Figure 34. Willingness to pay extra for naturally derived cosmetic products (C4)

The willingness to pay is, not surprisingly, higher among the group, who prefer naturally derived
cosmetic products than those who are indifferent. On a tendency-level, women are more willing
to pay extra than men. The curve is less steep than the curve we saw for pet food, meaning that
a bigger group of people are willing to pay more for natural cosmetic products. It is worth noting
that the willingness to pay is not driven by higher/lower levels of income according to our data.

5.8. Furniture
Furniture consumption preferences
When it comes to the product category “furniture”, a functional product is the most important
on all markets as can be seen in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Most important characteristics when purchasing furniture products across countries (Fu1)

The Danish market cares more about appealing looks and design than the other markets. In this
category, as with the others, the Spanish market is more involved and thinks that more factors
are more important to consider. The Danes do not value furniture from sustainable materials as
much as the other markets where those preferences are stronger.

Figure 36. Most important characteristics when purchasing furniture products per country (Fu1)

The same lack of involvement that sets Danes aside from the other countries in Figure 36 is also
evident in the next question about the origin of the materials that the furniture is made of.
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Figure 37. Considerations on origin of materials when purchasing furniture (Fu2)

It appears that the Danish market gives material origin a lot less consideration. When materials
are determining for the choices, it is mainly because of the quality of their looks. On a tendency
level, people with an academic background in environmental engineering or similar fields are
more likely to let the material determine their choices (52%) than the rest (33%).
Respondents were asked why the materials that furniture is made of do or do not determine
their choice and were given free text to elaborate on their answer. The result of this is visible in
the word clouds and tables below21.

21

The translated words in tables 27-30 are not necessarily the most frequently mentioned (biggest) words, but
some that offer insight into other aspects that matter to consumers than the multiple-choice options in the
questionnaire (see Annex 1).
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Denmark

Table 9. Word cloud translations of factors that does or does not influence furniture choices for Denmark
(Fu.1/Fu2.2)

Danish words

English translation

Danish words

English translation

Kvalitet

Quality

Funktionalitet

Function

Træ

Wood

Pris

Price

Æstetik

Aesthetics

Holdbarhed

Durability

Bomuld

Cotton

Udseendet

Appearance

Uld

Wool

Afvejning

Weighing for/against

Holdbar

Durable

Allergisk

Allergic

Kemiske

Chemical

Komfort/behageligt

Comfortable

Pænere

Nicer looking

Brugbart

Useful

Formaldehyd

Formaldehyde

Vægt

Weight

Usunde

Unhealthy

Praktisk

Practical
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Germany

Table 10. Word cloud translations of factors that does or does not influence furniture choices for Germany
(Fu.1/Fu2.2)

German words

English translation

German words

English translation

Umwelt

Environment

Funktion

Function

Natührlich

Natural

Zweck

Purpose

Nachhaltigkeit

Sustainability

Leisten

Afford

Holz

Wood

Kratzig

Scratchy

Qualität

Quality

Auswahl

Selection

Haltbarkeit

Durability

Bequem

Comfortable

Nutzung

Use

Unpractisch

Unpractical

Toxische

Toxic

Gesamterscheinungsbild Overall appearance

Schadstoffe

Pollutants

Secondhand

Second hand

Gesünder

Healthier

Teuer

Expensive
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Spain

Table 11. Word cloud translations of factors that does or does not influence furniture choices for Spain (Fu.1/Fu2.2)

Spanish words

English translation

Spanish words

English translation

Madera

Wood

Estética

Aesthetics

Sostenibilidad

Sustainability

Diseño

Design

Durabilidad

Durability

Fijo

Permanent

Ambiente

Atmosphere

Sostenibles

Sustainable

Hierro

Iron

Duracion

Lifespan/performance

Bonito

Beautiful

Presupuesto

Budget

Ecologico

Ecological

Caros

Expensive

Comodidad

Comfortable

Practico

Practical

Sintético

Synthetic

Contaminantes

Pollutants

Reciclaje

Recycling

Arboles

Trees
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Poland

Table 12. Word cloud translations of factors that does or does not influence furniture choices for Poland
(Fu.1/Fu2.2)

Polish words

English translation

Polish words

English translation

Alergie

Allergies

Funkcjonalnosc/
Funkcjonalny

Functional

Srodowisko

Environment

Estetyka

Aesthetics

Trwalosc

Durability

Drogie

Expensive

Naturalne/naturalny

Natural

Podoba

Like it

Drewna/drewno

Wood

Wyglad

Look

Klimatu

Climate

Materialow

Materials

Kleju

Glue

Jakosci

Quality

Odpady

Waste

Otoczenia

Surroundings

Uzytkowaniu

Use

There are many similarities between the markets here and certain words appear in more than
one word cloud; Wood, sustainability/environment, natural, durability, pollutants, aesthetics,
comfort, and quality.
There is moderate willingness to pay extra for naturally (as opposed to petrochemically) derived
materials, but more than 20% is too much for the vast majority as can be seen in Figure 38 below.
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Figure 38. Willingness to pay extra for natural materials (Fu3)

Across countries, those who let the materials determine their choice are more willing to pay
extra than those who do not which is logical. Approx. two thirds are willing to pay up to 10%
more, approx. one third is willing to pay up to 20% more, and approx. 15% are willing to pay up
to 30% extra.

6. Key findings
6.1. Consumption preferences
In this study we have compared general consumer preferences to preferences for the specific
product categories that we focus on. The top five most important preferences generally and for
each specific product category can be seen in Table 13. Those that are of particular interest in
the Pro-Enrich project are marked green.
Table 13. Top five consumption preferences - general and per product category

Rank

General

Food

Pet food

Cosmetics

Furniture

1

High quality

Freshness

My dog likes
it

High quality

Functionality

2

Healthy

High quality

Healthy

Cruelty free

Durability

3

Function

Value for
money

High quality

Natural product

High quality

4

Value for
money

A good offer

Fits my pet’s
age

None or few
additives

Comfort

5

Origin - what
the product
derives from

Natural
product

No or few
additives

Trusted brand

Easy to clean
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First of all, it is worth noting that sustainability - which is the main driver behind what we are
doing in the Pro-Enrich project - is not in top five anywhere. It finishes number six for general,
food, and cosmetics consumption preferences, number eight for furniture, and number ten for
pet food. This supports the conclusion of Meussen et al. that consumers strive first and foremost
to maximize their personal benefits before considering the environment (2015, p. 26).
“Origin – what the product derives from” is generally of interest to consumers, although it is not
at the top of the list. That awareness of origin is an advantage if we are trying to convince them
to choose a product that is derived from a sustainably sourced biomass side stream as opposed
to a less sustainable raw material. However, as Meussen et al. state, product-specific
information about bio-based ingredients and their properties is necessary to successfully market
bio-based products (2015, p. 30). The results of this study confirm what Meussen et al. and
others have learned in the past; that while a majority claim to be familiar with the term “biobased” (69%) it is not clear to them exactly what it means. Many do not seem to connect it with
anything in their own life. 51% of our respondents do not think they have experience with biobased products which is factually impossible as some of the most commonly used materials in
our everyday lives are bio-based as is the food we eat. So, to have a bio-based origin as a selling
point, consumers need to be properly informed. It is not safe to assume that the fact that a
product is fully or partly bio-based is a sales argument that persuades consumers in and of itself.
And even if it is explained to them, it is only seen an added benefit to what matters more: the
personal benefits which are in the top spots of table 13: quality, function, value for money, etc.
A “natural product” also made it to the top five in two categories. In the context of Pro-Enrich
this is particularly interesting in the cosmetics category. Two of our main results in Pro-Enrich
are extraction of the flavonoid hesperidin from citrus fruit peels and the carotenoid lycopene
from tomato peels. Both have antioxidant properties and can be used in cosmetics for antiaging
effects among other things. There is a clear preference among consumers in this study, women
in particular, for cosmetic products that are perceived as natural. 75% of women prefer natural
ingredients and 63% of men prefer natural ingredients. Among this group of consumers there is
a certain willingness to pay extra for this. Consequently, it can be concluded that marketing
lycopene and hesperidin as ingredients in skincare for women is particularly advantageous. The
fact that our products are made from residual streams from food production and not whole
fruits, which makes them more sustainable than many competing products, is an added benefit.
The concept “natural” also makes the top five for the food category, but we hesitate to make
any conclusions about that as there is some uncertainty as to whether rapeseed protein
extracted from processing residue would be perceived as “natural” by consumers and not a
“processed” product.

6.2. Perceptions of the term “bio-based”
Awareness and attitude towards bio-based products
Previous studies have shown that most consumers generally have a positive attitude towards
bio-based products regardless of the many misconceptions of the concept and the lack of
understanding of the chemistry and origin behind bio-based as well as conventional products
such as plastic (Pfau et al. 2017, Sijtsemaa et al. 2016, Carus et al. 2019). One of the studies
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reviewed by Pfau et al. showed that approx. two thirds of consumers preferred bio-based when
asked, although only 12% had chosen a bio-based product deliberately (Pfau et al. 2017, p. 5).
Our findings are similar. Almost two thirds (64%) agree or strongly agree that bio-based products
are generally better for the environment than petrochemical-based products. A little less than
half (47%) agree or disagree that bio-based materials should always be produced from waste,
and 65% think it is a good idea to grow crops dedicated to production of bio-based materials to
decrease our dependence on oil. While it can be debated if that is the case when considering
indirect land use change and other factors, it shows that most consumers have a positive
attitude towards bio-based materials. 63% also consider bio-based products better for their
health than petrochemically derived alternatives, which is worth noting as health is number two
on the list of general consumption preferences.
Gender
With regards to gender differences, we have found that men are more likely to feel that they
have experience with biobased products (53%) than women (45%). Consequently, if marketing
a bio-based product for female consumers there may be extra good reason to be very explicit in
the marketing strategy about what bio-based means and about the properties and benefits of
the specific product. According to our data there seems to be good sense in marketing bio-based
products specifically to women for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•

They are more likely to be responsible for household purchases, (80% vs. 66% for men).
More women find sustainability important or very important when choosing products
(65% vs. 60% for men).
More women find what the product derives from important or very important (69% vs.
62% for men).
They care more about products being natural (76% vs. 66% for men) – particularly in the
cosmetics category where they also buy a lot more products than men.
Age

The results indicate that there are major age-related differences regarding familiarity with the
concept “bio-based”: 70% of 18–39-year-olds are familiar with it and only 26% of people over
60 years old. Therefore, targeting younger consumers can potentially be an advantage.
‘Hybrid’ products
In the Pro-Enrich project we have worked on replacing petrochemical products in laminates and
particleboards with alternative bio-based ingredients, specifically rapeseed protein. It has been
possible for us to replace up to 40% of phenolics in these sample products and still live up to the
necessary product standards in performance tests. However, that would make a piece of
furniture made from a material produced with this formula a partly bio-based or ‘hybrid’
product. These types of products, we have learned from a previous study, are at risk of being
perceived of by consumers as “greenwashing” or associated with marketing tricks (Sijtseema et
al. 2016 p. 68). It is important to be aware that the percentage of bio-based material in a product
matters and can be too small to convince some consumers that the motivation is genuinely
improvement of the environmental impact and not greenwashing of the product. Whether 40%
is enough is something that further market analysis can best determine. Sijtseema et al. do not
provide any specific threshold percentage.
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Willingness to pay extra
According to Pfau et al. 55 – 64% of consumers are willing to pay a little more for a bio-based
product if the benefits are clear to them (Pfau et al. 2017, p. 5). Our data shows even higher
numbers for the product categories cosmetics and furniture. For cosmetics 75% are willing to
pay up to 10% more for natural products as opposed to synthetic and 36% are willing to pay up
to 20% more. For furniture 65% are willing to pay up to 10% more for furniture made of natural
materials as opposed to petrochemical derived materials and 34% are willing to pay up to 20%
extra. So, there is room for a slightly more expensive product as long as the benefits are
communicated clearly.

6.3. Perceptions of plant-based protein
Awareness of the climate impact of meat consumption
Hartmann and Siegrist concluded in 2017, from reviewing a number of scientific studies, that
consumers are not aware that production and consumption of meat has a huge impact on the
environment. Based on four studies they concluded that 18 – 38% agreed when statements
about the negative environmental impact were presented to them (Ibid. p. 12-13). This is four
years ago, and our study indicates that awareness since then has gone up significantly in our
four markets to an average of 68% (see Figure 19).
When asked to agree or disagree with some statements about meat consumption, exactly half
of respondents (50%) agree or strongly agree that meat consumption is a problem for the
climate and should be reduced. Almost half (47%) agree or strongly agree that animal protein is
a necessary part of a healthy diet for humans and cannot be replaced by plant protein. 49% feel
the same about animal protein for cats and dogs. About a quarter of respondents neither agree
nor disagree.
Denmark is a clear example of how awareness does not equal a change in behaviour. Danes have
the highest awareness by far, but are also most unwilling to makes dietary changes as Figure 20
showed.
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It is thought provoking that despite of their awareness only a third of the Danish consumers
have made any changes in their food choices – perhaps justified by the belief that meat protein
is necessary part of a healthy human diet, perhaps because they just really like meat, perhaps
because their meal repertoire consists mainly of meat dishes, or perhaps for other reasons.
More research is needed to determine what is behind this statistic. However, it is in line with
another conclusion made in Hartmann and Siegrist’s review of studies in this field: Consumer
willingness to reduce meat consumption is generally low (Ibid. p. 22).
The statistics in the other markets are fortunately much more encouraging from a climate
perspective as the vast majorities of respondents do try to limit their meat intake. 7% of
consumers in this study have given up meat entirely, 66% report that they try to eat more planbased foods, and 15% are considering making changes in that direction.
Gender
When it comes to gender, we find that there is more willingness among women than men to
reduce their meat intake, which is established in other studies as well (Hartmann & Siegrist 2017,
p. 22). In this study, twice as many women than men do not eat meat, and twice as many men
than women have no intentions of changing their diet despite being aware of the negative
climate impact of eating meat. Furthermore, more women than men who still eat meat try to
limit their meat intake.
Table 14. Willingness to make changes in food choices based on awareness of meat carbon footprint (Fo3)

Fo3. Has this awareness caused you to change your food choices?

Male

Female

Yes – I no longer eat meat

5%

10%

Yes – I try to limit my meat intake and eat more plant-based foods

64%

69%

No – but I have considered making changes

16%

13%
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No – I have no intentions to change it

16%

8%

NET

100%

100%

Once again it appears that women are the ones to mainly direct marketing campaigns at when
launching a plant-based protein product to optimize the chances of success.
The attitude towards consuming rapeseed protein
For those who have given up on animal-based products or try to limit them, we are in the ProEnrich project working to provide an alternative by extracting functional protein isolates and
concentrates from rapeseed press cake leftover from cooking oil and biodiesel production. The
question is how open consumers are to this protein type derived from a residual stream?
According to a Danish consumer study done by Aschemann-Witzel & Peschel (2019), all protein
types are not created equal in the eyes of consumers. Some have more appeal than others which
the authors think may have to do with people’s familiarity to the crop they derive from (Ibid. p.
27).
We presented to our respondents a range of plant-based protein types and they reacted
differently to them (see figures 21-25), but our main interest is of course in the perception of
rapeseed protein. See Table 15 for the acceptance level of rapeseed protein for each country in
this study22.
Table 15. Acceptance level of rapeseed protein per country (Fo4)

Rapeseed
protein

Denmark (%)

Germany (%)

Spain (%)

Poland (%)

“I eat this”

4

9

1

19

“I would consider
eating this”

28

33

18

35

“I would eat this,
but not choose it
deliberately”

24

26

28

27

“I would avoid
this”

16

18

33

8

“Don’t know”

28

14

20

12

Spanish consumers, who in many other questions are the most open and positive in this public
perception study, are the least open to rapeseed protein. Rapeseed is an annual herb that grows
in relatively cool and humid temperate climates, so it is well-known to many consumers in
Northern Europe as a cooking oil product. However, in Spain, where olive oil is predominant in
the kitchens, rapeseed protein is notably less accepted than in Denmark, Germany and Poland.

22

Rapeseed protein concentrate or isolate is not available on the market today to our knowledge, so when people
say they already eat it we assume that they are most likely referring to using rapeseed oil in their meals.
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Our results thus support the theory put forward by Aschemann-Witzel & Peschel (2019) that the
consumers that are most likely to be familiar with rapeseed are most open to eating rapeseed
protein. Consequently, the conclusion is that food products containing rapeseed protein will
most likely be better received in European markets where rapeseed oil is commonly used for
cooking.
Aschemann-Witzel & Peschel also concluded that specifying which protein type is used in a
product makes it appeal more to ‘clean label’ focused consumers who are a consumer group
that is also quite environmentally conscious and hence an advantage to appeal to (Ibid. p. 27).
When it comes to whether it is a good idea to introduce a protein product to the market with
focus on the fact that it is extracted sustainably from a residual product, our results make us
conclude that the answer is no. We have specifically asked about the respondents’ willingness
to consume protein from “food production waste (peels, etc.)” and there is some reservation.
4% claim to eat it already, 14% would consider eating it, 20% would eat it, but not choose it
deliberately, while a whopping 48% say they would avoid it. 15% are unsure. It could partly be
the wording – perhaps people might have responded more positively if we have used the word
“residue” or “side stream” instead of “waste”. We are of course aware that biomass categorized
as “waste” is not food grade, but we chose this wording in the study because we believe this is
more easily understood by consumers than food production “side stream” or “residue” which
are more vague and esoteric terms. Regardless, it is evident in the data that using this piece of
information as a selling point – sustainable as it may be – may backfire.
The perception of climate friendly pet food
This study has shown that despite relatively high awareness of the environmental impact of
meat production and consumption, most consumers have not connected the dots and
considered that their meat-eating pet also have a carbon footprint (pawprint). As mentioned,
95% in Denmark, 55% in Germany, 81% in Spain and 78% in Poland are aware of the
consequences of meat consumption by humans. But when it comes to pets, the awareness is
much lower: only 35% have also considered that their cat/dog has a carbon footprint.
The Spanish participants more welcoming towards the idea of buying pet food with protein from
plant sources than the other markets. The Danish market is the least welcoming. Among those
who have already considered that their dog/cat has a carbon footprint, 69% would be very
positive or positive towards the idea. Among those who were not aware before the survey
informed them, 42% were positive towards pet food with plant protein. There is also a
willingness to pay extra among those who are positive towards the idea. 52% are willing to pay
up to 10% extra and 24% are willing to pay up to 20% extra.
However, the relatively low awareness means that raising awareness is required to realise the
full potential in this market.
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Annex I – Pro-Enrich EU Survey
Welcome message
“Dear participant,
Thank you for responding to our survey. We would like to know a little more about what you
think of a range of different consumer products and your priorities when making purchase
decisions. The questions will touch upon the origin, the qualities, and the perceived impact of
these products on the consumer and the environment.
The survey lasts approx. 12 minutes. There are no right or wrong answers; this is about your
views and perceptions. All data is anonymised, and your privacy is guaranteed.
The survey is part of the Pro-Enrich project, which has received funding from the Bio Based Industries Joint
Undertaking under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under Grant
Agreement No 792050. For more information please visit www.pro-enrich.eu. “

Screening and introduction
[Single]
Scr. 1. Are you responsible for your household's purchases of groceries?
1. Yes, completely responsible
2. Yes, partly responsible
3. No, have no responsibility in relation to the purchase of groceries → [Finish survey]
Understanding of the term “bio-based”
[Single]
U1. Are you familiar with the term “bio-based”?
1. Yes
2. No
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[Single]
Filter:
U1=1
(are
familiar
with
the
term
“bio-based”)
U2.1. According to The European Committee for Standardization, the term “bio-based
product” refers to products fully or partly derived from biomass, such as plants, trees or
animals. The biomass can have undergone physical, chemical or biological treatment.
To what extent does the above definition match your own perception of what “bio-based”
means?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To a very high degree
To a high degree
To some degree
To a low degree
Not at all

[Single]
Filter:
U1=2
(are
not
familiar
with
the
term
“bio-based”)
U2.2. According to The European Committee for Standardization, the term “bio-based
product” refers to products fully or partly derived from biomass, such as plants, trees or
animals. The biomass can have undergone physical, chemical or biological treatment.
Does that sound attractive to you?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To a very high degree
To a high degree
To some degree
To a low degree
Not at all

[Single]
U2. Do you have experience with bio-based products as a consumer or producer?
1. Yes
2. No

Consumption preferences
General consumption preferences
[Grid]
[Randomize]
G1. To what extent are the following characteristics important for you when you decide to
purchase a product?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Function (the product serves its purpose)
High quality
Sustainability and environmental impact
Healthy
Low price
Value for money
The product is organic
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8. Origin - What the product derives from
9. Origin - Where the product derives from
1.
I
2.
3.
4.
5. Very important

never

take
Not
Somewhat

this

into

consideration
important
important
Important

Food choices
[Grid]
[Randomize]
Fo1. To what extent are the following characteristics important for you when you decide to
purchase a food product?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The product is fresh
Value for money
A good offer
The quality is the best possible
The price of the product is low
It is a locally produced product
The product is organic
The product can last as long as possible
It is a brand I know and trust
The product is packed properly
The product is sustainable
The product is natural

1.
I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. Don’t know

never

take
Not
Somewhat
Very

this

into

consideration
important
important
Important
important

[Open – Text field]
Fo1.1. Are there any other characteristics important for you when deciding to purchase a food
product?
1. Yes, please elaborate: _______
2. No
[Single]
Fo2. Are you aware that animal husbandry and meat consumption is a cause of greenhouse
gas emissions, which contribute negatively to climate change?
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1. Yes
2. No
[Single]
Filter:
F2=1
(Are
aware
of
the
greenhouse
Fo3. Has this awareness caused you to change your food choices?
1.
2.
3.
4.

gas

emission)

Yes – I no longer eat meat
Yes – I try to limit my meat intake and eat more plant-based foods
No – but I have considered making changes
No – I have no intentions to change it

[Grid]
[Randomize]
Fo4. Protein is an important nutrient in meat which is used by the body to build muscle mass.
Eating less meat means that you need to get your protein from other sources. Which of the
following types of protein do you include, or would you consider including in your diet? (One
X per protein type)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Potato protein
Soy protein
Pea protein
Chickpea protein
Fungal protein (e.g. Quorn)
Grass protein
Brown rice protein
Hemp protein
Rapeseed protein
Bean protein
Insect protein
Protein from food production waste (peels, etc.)

1.
2.
I
3.
I
would
4.
I
5. Don’t know

I
would
eat
this,

eat
consider
but
not
would

eating
choose
it
avoid

this
this
deliberately
this

Pet food choices
[Single]
P1. Do you have a dog and/or cat in your household?
1. Yes
2. I have had a dog and/or cat within the past 2 years but I do not have it any more
3. No
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[Intro
text]
Filter:
P1=2
In the following questions we will ask you about your preferences regarding cat and/or dog
food. Please imagine that you still have a cat and/or dog in your household.
Press next to confirm.
[Grid]
[Randomize]
Filter: P1=1 or P1=2 (Dog and/or cat in household now or in the past)
P2. To what extent are the following characteristics important for you when you decide to
purchase a pet food product for your cat or dog?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

The product is healthy for my pet
The product is sustainable
The product is natural
That it is a brand I know and trust
The quality is the best possible
How much meat the product contains
How many vegetables the product contains
The price of the product is low
It is a locally produced product
The vet has recommended it
I know that my dog likes it
The product fits my pet’s breed
The product fits my pet’s age
The product contains none or few additives

1.
I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. Don’t know

never

take
Not
Somewhat
Very

this

into

consideration
important
important
Important
important
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[Open
–
Text
field]
Filter: P1=1 or P1=2 (Dog and/or cat in household now or in the past)
P2.1. Are there any other characteristics that you think are important when deciding to
purchase a pet food product for your cat or dog?
3. Yes, please elaborate: _______
4. No
[Single]
Filter: P1=1 or P1=2 (Dog and/or cat in household now or in the past)
P3. Cats and dogs require protein in their diet to thrive. Pet food has a carbon footprint
because
meat
production
has
an
adverse
impact
on
the
climate.
Have you ever considered that your cat/dog has a carbon footprint?
1. Yes
2. No
[Single]
Filter:
P1=1
or
P1=2
(Dog
and/or
cat
in
household)
P4. To what extent would you be positive or negative towards the idea of buying a pet food
product with protein from plant sources to reduce the climate footprint of your pet?
1. Very positive
2. Positive
3. Neither/nor
4. Negative
5. Very negative
[Single]
Filter:
P1=1
or
P1=2
(Dog
and/or
cat
in
household)
P5. Assuming your pet likes it, how willing are you to pay extra for a more climate-friendly pet
food product? (check one box)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I would be willing to pay the same as for regular pet food
I would be willing to pay up to 10% extra
I would be willing to pay up to 20% extra
I would be willing to pay up to 30% extra
I would be willing to pay up to 40% extra
I would be willing to pay over 50% extra
The price is irrelevant – I would buy it no matter what
I would be willing to pay less than for regular meat-based pet food
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Cosmetic choices
[Multiple]
C1. Cosmetic products can be divided into the following five categories: Skin care, hair care,
make up, fragrances, and other personal products (e.g. tooth paste). Which of these cosmetic
products do you use on a weekly basis? (Mulitiple X’s possible)



















Hand soap
Hand cream
Body wash
Shampoo
Conditioner
Shaving cream
Face moisturizer
Facial cleanser
Anti-aging products
Body lotion
Sunscreen (when sunny)
Hair wax/spray/mousse/gel
Hair spray
Perfume
Deodorant
Cologne
Coloured make-up (powder, rouge, eye shadow etc.)
Toothpaste / mouthwash

[Grid]
[Randomize]
C2. To what extent are the following characteristics important for you when you decide to
purchase a cosmetic product?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The product is sustainable
That it is a brand I know and trust
The quality is the best possible
The price of the product is low
The product contains none or few additives
The product has certain certifications (e.g. ECO, Fairtrade)
The product is cruelty free (not tested on animals)
The product is organic
The product is natural
The packaging is aesthetic
The packaging is sustainable
It is a locally produced product

1. I never take this into consideration
2.
Not
3.
Somewhat

important
important
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4.
5.
6. Don’t know

Very

Important
important

[Open – Text field]
C2.1. Are there any other characteristics important for you when deciding to purchase
cosmetic product?
1. Yes, please elaborate: _______
2. No
[Single]
C3. Does it influence your choice of skin care products whether a product is labelled as derived
from natural ingredients (as opposed to synthetic)?
1. No – I have no preference
2. Yes - I prefer natural ingredients
3. Yes – I prefer synthetic ingredients

[Single]
C4. Are you willing to pay extra for naturally derived cosmetic products?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yes – I am willing to pay up to 10% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 20% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 30% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 40% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay over 50% extra
No – I am not willing to pay more
I don’t want to buy natural product

Furniture choices
[Grid] [Randomize]
Fu1. To what extent are the following characteristics important to you when you decide to
purchase a piece of furniture?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The product is sustainable
That it is a brand I know and trust
The quality is the best possible
The price of the product is low
The product looks appealing
The product is functional
The product offers high comfort
The product is FSC-certified
The product has long durability
The product is made from natural materials
The product needs none or low maintenance
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12. The product is easy to clean
13. It is a locally produced product
1.
I
have
2.
3.
4.
5. Very important

never

taken
Not
Somewhat

this

into

consideration
important
important
Important

[Single]
Fu2. When purchasing furniture, do you consider whether they are made from naturally
derived materials or if they are made from petrochemical derived materials?
By naturally derived materials we think of wood. By petrochemical derived materials we think of
e.g. laminates, MDF, particleboard, plywood or plastic
1. I consider this very much and it often determines my choices
2. I give it some consideration, but it does not determine my choices
3. I do not give this any consideration
[Open]
Filter: Fu2=1 (I consider this very much and it often determines my choices)
Fu2.1 Why does the material of the furniture often determine your choice?
1. ______________
[Open]
Filter: Fu2=2 (I give it some consideration, but it does not determine my choices)
Fu2.1 Why does the material of the furniture not influence your choice?
1. ______________

[Single]
Fu3. Are you generally willing to pay more for products made of natural materials as opposed
to petrochemical derived materials?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Yes – I am willing to pay up to 10% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 20% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 30% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay up to 40% extra
Yes – I am willing to pay over 50% extra
No – I am not willing to pay more
No – I think I should pay less

Perceptions and awareness
State your opinions
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[Grid] [Randomize]
S1. Please indicate your agreement with the following statement using a scale from 1 to 5
[1=Strongly disagree; 2=Disagree; 3=Neither agree nor disagree; 4=Agree; 5=Strongly agree]
1

2

3

4

5

Don’t
know

S1.1 It is important to replace petrochemicalbased products with bio-based alternatives to
decrease our dependence on oil.
S1.2 Bio-based products are generally better for
the environment than petrochemical-based
products.
S1.3 Bio-based products are generally better for
our health than petrochemical-based products.
S1.4 It is a good idea to grow crops specifically for
production of bio-based materials, e.g. bioplastic, to decrease our dependence on oil.
S1.5 Bio-based materials should only be made
from residuals or waste products from forestry,
agriculture, aquaculture, food production, etc.
S1.6 Recycling of petroleum-based products, such
as plastic, is more sustainable than using biobased alternatives.
S1.7 Meat consumption by humans and pets is a
problem for our climate and should be reduced.
S1.8 Animal protein from meat is a necessary part
of a healthy diet for humans and cannot be
replaced by plant protein.
S1.9 Animal protein from meat is a necessary part
of a healthy diet for cats and dogs and cannot be
replaced by plant protein.
S1.10 It is my responsibility as a consumer to
make consumption choices that support a
transition to a more sustainable society with
regards to resources and climate.
S1.11 It is the responsibility of the politicians to
make legislation that supports the transition to a
more sustainable society with regards to
resources and climate.
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Background information
About you
[Single]
B1. Do you live in a city…?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

With more than 1,000,000 inhabitants
With 250,000 to 1,000,000 inhabitants
With 50,000 to 249,999 inhabitants
With 10,000 to 49,999 inhabitants
With less than 10,000 inhabitants

[Single]
B2. Please indicate your age:
Please write your age as a number between 18-100
1.________
[Single]
B3. Please indicate your gender:
1. Male
2. Female
3. Other
4. Prefer not to say
[Single]
B4. Do you have an academic background environmental engineering or similar fields?
1. Yes
2. No
[Single]
B5. Do you have professional experience in Engineering/Environmental fields sector?
1. Yes
2. No
[Single]
B6. Which statement best describes the highest level of education you have completed?
1. None
2. Primary school
3. High school graduate
4. Technical or vocational school
5. Bachelor
6. Master
7. PhD or higher
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[Single]
Filter: Spain or Germany
B7. What is your household's overall annual income before tax?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Less than €10,000
€10,000 – €19,999
€20,000 – €39,999
€40,000 - €59,999
€60,000 - €79,999
€80,000 - €99,999
€100,000 - €119,999
€120,000 - €139,999
€140,000 or more
Don't know
Do not wish to answer

[Single]
Filter: Denmark
B7.1 What is your household's overall annual income before tax?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Less than DKK 75.000
DKK 75.000 – DKK 149.999
DKK 150.000 – DKK 299.999
DKK 300.000 – DKK 449.999
DKK 450.000 – DKK 599.999
DKK 600.000 – DKK 749.999
DKK 750.000 – DKK 899.999
DKK 900.000 – DKK 1.499.999
DKK 1.500.000 or more
Don't know
Do not wish to answer

[Single]
Filter: Poland
B7.2 What is your household's overall annual income before tax?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Less than 45.000 złotych
45.000 złotych – 89.999 złotych
90.000 złotych – 179.999 złotych
190.000 złotych – 269.999 złotych
270.000 złotych – 359.999 złotych
360.000 złotych – 449.999 złotych
450.000 złotych – 549.999 złotych
550.000 złotych – 639.999 złotych
639.999 złotych or more
Don't know
Do not wish to answer

Survey end
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Thank you for taking part in this survey and contributing to our understanding of what you think
about a range of different consumer products, their origins and environmental impact and how
this affects your priorities when making purchase decisions.
Your input will help us to identify the current public perception and increase understanding
about the issue of using bio-based ingredients and plant proteins in different consumer
products.
The survey is part of the activities in the project Pro-Enrich which is funded by the Bio Based
Industries Joint Undertaking and the European Union Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme. For more information about the project, please go to our website https://www.proenrich.eu/.
The survey is conducted by Food & Bio Cluster Denmark on behalf of the Pro-Enrich project. If
you have any questions or comments you can contact us at info@foodbiocluster.dk.
(Pro-Enrich LOGOS)
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